
UC RIVERSIDE - Student Comments of Instructor,
Discussion Courses - Winter 2014 

Course:  MATH 011 Section:  004 
Instructor:  Brandon Hector Coya Cross Course:  CS 011 Section:  004 

Question # 18: YOUR CONSTRUCTIVE COMMENTS ON YOUR GRADUATE STUDENT INSTRUCTOR'S TEACHING SKILLS ARE EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT. PLEASE WRITE YOUR COMMENTS IN THE TEXTBOX BELOW. PLEASE LIMIT YOUR COMMENTS TO 2000 CHARACTERS.

Really helpful TA. Without his discussions and Office Hours, I don't know if I would have passed/got an A in the class. Much more helpful than
the actual teacher. However, he could bring in more examples to show the class during discussion instead of relying on student questions.

Great teacher and he put in a bunch of his time to make sure that the students understood the material. Made up for the bad discussion
teacher

Brandon Coya did a really great job at teaching the material presented making sure that the student understands the concepts behind the
questions. He was always available during office hour and I got a lot out of going.

bueno

I don't think I would have done very well without Brandon. He was always available and willing to help.

what a cutie

Very good TA. Explained better than the professor himself. 

Brandon was a chill TA who was very knowledgeable about the subject. He taught me more than the actual Professor did about this topic. 

Very organized and prepared for our discussions. When he did not know something, he was always good about e-mailing very detailed
responses. It was very helpful. Thanks Brandon!

Mr. Coya was a rather odd TA. I found him neither good nor bad. He was helpful with regards towards how badly the professor taught, but he
occasionally came unprepared and did not encourage very much discussion.

He is helpful in clarifying the concepts introduced in lectures.

He sometimes came with lecture notes for teaching. Otherwise he took questions from students (and generally answered them well). It would be
better if was prepared with even a little notes in case students didn't have questions


